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a b s t r a c t
Titanium has widely been used in chemical and aerospace industries. In order to overcome the drawbacks
of cold compaction of titanium, the process was assisted by an ultrasonic vibration system. For this
purpose, a uniaxial ultrasonic assisted cold powder compaction system was designed and fabricated.
The process variables were powder size, compaction pressure and initial powder compact thickness.
Density, friction force, ejection force and spring back of the fabricated samples were measured and studied. The density was observed to improve under the action of ultrasonic vibration. Fine size powders
showed better results of consolidation while using ultrasonic vibration. Under the ultrasonic action, it
is thought that the friction forces between the die walls and the particles and those friction forces among
the powder particles are reduced. Spring back and ejection force didn’t considerably change when using
ultrasonic vibration.
Ó 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Titanium and its alloys are widely used in the chemical, jewelry,
aeronautical, aerospace and medical applications due to possessing
a desirable combination of high chemical stability, high corrosion
resistance, high specific strength and high biocompatibility [1].
Powder metallurgy is an extensively used manufacturing process
for the near net shape fabrication of the titanium components
since the material is relatively very expensive. Die pressing and
sintering is the mostly used technology among all powder metallurgy processes [2,3]. Simplicity and low cost are the advantages
of this process. However, fabricated samples suffer from low green
density with poor mechanical properties and dimensional stabilities. Also, titanium has a poor compactibility [4]. However, the
use of lubrication in the compaction of the titanium alloys has been
avoided because of concerns about the introduction of impurities
[5]. So, there is an interest in improving of low cost compaction
of Commercially Pure (CP) titanium and titanium alloys [6].
Superimposing ultrasonic vibration on compaction process can
be a solution to problems mentioned before. In previous studies,
this technique has been used in manufacturing processes such as
machining [7], grinding [8], metal forming [9], welding [10],
impact treatment [11,12] and powder metallurgy. Various powders
such as nickel, aluminum, tin [13], iron [14], copper [15], stainless
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steel [16], zirconium oxide [17] and nano-ceramics [15] have been
cold compacted under the superimposed ultrasonic vibration.
Results showed increased density, reduced compaction load and
more uniform density of the compacted parts.
In order to overcome titanium cold compaction problems, the
longitudinal high power ultrasonic vibration was used during the
compaction. To date, no study about the influence of the high
frequency vibration on the compaction behavior of titanium has
been reported. In this study, ultrasonic vibration was superimposed on a uniaxial cold compaction process of titanium powders.
The experiments were performed under three compaction
pressures and different aspect ratios. In addition, the influence of
powder size was also investigated.

2. Experimental procedure
Two commercially pure titanium powders with different particle sizes: (i) the purity of 99.9% with particle size <45 lm and (ii)
the purity of 99.9% with particle size <150 lm were used in the
experiments. Fig. 1 shows the morphology of the powders obtained
from the scanning electron microscope (SEM) images. As seen,
both powders are irregular shaped with an angular morphology.
Fig. 2 represents a schematic view of the designed ultrasonic
assisted compaction system. It consists of three piezoelectric
ultrasonic transducers, upper and lower punches, die, supporting
fixture for holding the die during the compaction process and
upper and lower load cells. This study investigates the effect of

